CLIFTON BAUMATIC COSC PINK GOLD 18K
Collection:

Clifton

Reference:

M0A10469

Movement:

BAUMATIC (BM13-1975A) COSC certified
Gilt oscillating weight personalized with "Côtes de Genève" and snailed decors,
Phi logo on the lyre
Jewels: 21
Power reserve: 5 days
Frequency: 4Hz (28’800 vph)
Thickness: 4.2 mm

Functions:

H/M/S, date, chronometer

Case:

Round
Diameter: 39 mm
Thickness: 10.74 mm
Polished & satin-finished 18K pink gold
Antiglare scratch-resistant domed sapphire crystal (1 face)
Sapphire crystal case back, secured with 4 screws

Dial:

Warm-white dial with porcelain-type finish
Gilt riveted faceted trapezoid-shape indexes slightly elongated, gilt faceted
alpha guilt hands

Strap:

Black alligator all square scales with grey stitching on the top and color on the
bottom and bridle points at the buckle
System of curved bars with very reliable lug that allows to change without
tools the strap

Buckle:

Gilt pin buckle

Water-resistance:

5 ATM (approx. 50m)

Other:

Individual COSC certificate available on demand

CLIFTON BAUMATIC COSC BLUE DIAL LEATHER
Collection:

Clifton

Reference:

M0A10467

Movement:

BAUMATIC (BM13-1975A) COSC certified
Oscillating weight personalized with "Côtes de Genève" and snailed decors.
Jewels: 21
Power reserve: 5 days
Frequency: 4Hz (28’800 vph)
Thickness: 4.2 mm

Functions:

H/M/S, date chronometer

Case:

Round
Diameter: 40 mm
Thickness: 10.3 mm
Polished & satin-finished stainless steel case
Antiglare scratch-resistant domed sapphire crystal (2 faces)
Sapphire crystal case back, secured with 4 screws

Dial:

Gradient blue dial
Riveted faceted trapezoid-shape indexes slightly elongated & faceted alpha
type hands

Strap:

Black alligator all square scales with tone-on-tone stitching on the top and
blue on the bottom and bridle points at the buckle
System of curved bars with very reliable lug that allows to change without
tools the strap

Buckle:

Pin buckle

Water-resistance:

5 ATM (approx. 50m)

Other:

Individual COSC certificate available on demand

CLIFTON BAUMATIC COSC BLUE DIAL STEEL
Collection:

Clifton

Reference:

M0A10468

Movement:

BAUMATIC (BM13-1975A) COSC certified
Oscillating weight personalized with "Côtes de Genève" and snailed decors.
Jewels: 21
Power reserve: 5 days
Frequency: 4Hz (28’800 vph)
Thickness: 4.2 mm

Functions:

H/M/S, date chronometer

Case:

Round
Diameter: 40 mm
Thickness: 10.3 mm
Polished & satin-finished stainless steel case
Antiglare scratch-resistant domed sapphire crystal (2 faces)
Sapphire crystal case back, secured with 4 screws

Dial:

Gradient blue dial
Riveted faceted trapezoid-shape indexes slightly elongated & faceted alpha
type hands

Bracelet:

Integrated 5-row polished & satin-finished stainless steel bracelet

Clasp:

Triple folding clasp with security push-pieces

Water-resistance:

5 ATM (approx. 50m)

Other:

Individual COSC certificate available on demand

